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Biological systems are composed of protein networks with unknown functions that are difficult to unveil by
reverse-engineering. On the other hand, the use of forward-engineering techniques allows to generate new net-
works with targeted behaviors that are useful to understand the design principles underlying complex networks
[1]. Genetic circuits sharing the same topology could behave very differently depending on their kinetic pa-
rameters [2]. Furthermore, the addition of new interactions could change the circuit dynamics in unexpected
ways. Using an automated evolutionary design procedure, based on combinatorial optimization [3], we explore
the degree of complexity that can be obtained using a restricted set of transcription factors. We have designed
genetic circuits having a prescribed time-response and a degree of robustness under stochastic perturbations.
Thus, we explore the space of all possible transcriptional regulation networks to find the optimal circuit with
specified behavior [4]. We apply our methodology to the design of transcriptional networks having desired
Boolean logic functions or oscillatory behavior (see Fig. 1). This allows us to study the evolution of genetic
networks, where we propose a scenario for their evolution based on a selection for dynamical function [5]. In
addition, we discuss the decomposability of regulatory networks in terms of genetic devices, and the evolution
mechanism of circadian clocks [6].

Figure 1: (a) List of promoters considered in our study. (b) Design of a functional circuit with logical behavior OR.
However, this circuit can behave as AND too depending on its parameters. On bottom, contour plots showing the
evolution from an AND to an OR behavior. We plot the output y versus the concentration of the two inputs (u1
and u2) for different values of the transcription-translation rate of gene C (α3): a) 0.10µM/min, b) 0.12µM/min, c)
0.15µM/min, d) 0.20µM/min, e) 0.30µM/min, and f) 0.45µM/min, keeping the repression coefficient of u2 (K3−2)
= 0.80µM . On the left, representation of JAND/JOR (where JD is the score of the device D) versus α3 and K3−2. (c)
Oscillatory circuit and its dynamics. The solid line shows the network dynamics, whereas the dashed line shows the
targeted behavior. We only evaluated the score in the regions around the maxima and minima.
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